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Renascence One Solution, an IT Consultancy Organization,
focuses on the integration of state of art workable 
technology with
practical know how,knowledge and information.This idea 
and
concept is realized through Websites,Social
Networks,software's,applications,data,online learning 
resources and
online web solutions.Popular and practicable technological 
medium
such as mobile phones,computers,cd/dvd
players,tablets,smartphones,flash cards etc are employed
for dissemination of Tech Knowledge and skills.
At ROS priority is given to specific client 
requirement.Because we
believe that every customer is unique therefore high 
importance is
paid to specific product and service customization.So 
basically your
requirement fuels our passion and innovation.
In the realm of 21st century IT domain the possibilities are
endless.The solution to a specific client requirement will 
always
have multiple product/service offerings.This fact 
corroborates our
idea of providing different answers to apparently similar 
client
needs.
Hardware Technology Integration basically incorporates 
almost all
the available mediums popularly used for consumption and
production of digital media and information.Lets begin with 
the most
fancied of them all - "Tablet Computing".Apple 
Ipads,Samsung
Android Galaxy range,Sony Tablet S,Asus Transformer pad
........are the popular brands buzzing the premium tablet
markets.On the other hand the tablet market is flooded 
with budget



Services offered in different verticals





We provide services and solutions for all major 
gadgets,devices and technology platforms.



Services and Solutions by ROS and easytech4all are supported 
by all major software OS/platform.We deploy even on cloud.



PC and Mobile OS supported by our innovative 
solutions



Our services and solutions are built around some of the smartest 
apps from the mobile world



Our web solutions integrate seamlessly with 
Pcs,smartphones,phablets,2-in-1's and tablets



Promote your service,concept,product through our social media 
integration techniques from the comfort of your smartphones and tablets.



Manage your accounts and office documentation not just from 
your pc but also smartphones and tablets.



Dynamic and innovative solutions for your 
home,office,health,data,resources,finance and much more



Some of our focus areas of innovation in the cyber and virtual 
world



Manage and organise your digital life and resources



All your data synced acrossed all your 
devices.Pcs,smartphones,tablets and a lot more.





Interactive learning management systems to deploy state of 
art education quickly and effectively



Go Paperless,Go green and save the environment through the 
digital revolution.



Save big time on communication costs through application of dozens 
of web amd mobile apps across different platforms



You are at the epicenter of our research and development



Experience us at
 http://easytech4all.com
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